
          

Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA) acc. IMO
in Danishh waterss (       ).
(Conservation Status for Danish Marine Areas Suppl.1 1997)

http://www.dirnat.no/ wbch3.exe?ce=7616

Areas proposed for a list of candidate MPAs
in Norwayy (      ): Norway initiated a 2-step process
to designate sites for a representative network of
MPAs in near-shore and offshore waters. The first
phase leading to a first national network shall be
finalized by 2003.  
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( http://www.ngo.grida.no/ wwfneap/Projects/reflink.htm# reefsbanks)

Regions of the North Sea determined to be
suitable for the establishment of undisturbed
areas (        ) for scientific studies of the
response of the marine ecosystem to a cessa-
tion of fishing activities (ICESS).

(redrawn from ICES, Cooperative Research Report 203, 1994)
 

North Sea  - Offshore areas proposed for protection 

WWFss proposals for corridors of sites to be desig-
nated for immediate implementation of measures
towards achieving the EcoQOs (in particular those
for threatened species and habitats and benthos
communities)  - later to form (part of) a network of
MPAs (             ). In parallel, concept for monitoring
management success. 

Sabine Christiansen
WWF NEAP 

12 March 2002

Areas tentatively classified as “highly valued and
vulnerable” discussed for requiring protection
measures in the Netherlandss (    , spatially not yet
defined): Dogger Bank, Cleaver Bank, Central
Oyster Ground, Frisian Front, Coastal Zone
(van Zwol, pers. comm. 06/2001, see also http://www.noordzee.nl)

Areas discussed for protection in Germany
(      ): Dogger Bank, Amrum Bank, Borkum Reef,
Ancient Elbe valley, Weiße Bank, Steingrund)
(http://www.bsh.de/ Meeresumweltschutz/ Rechtsangelegenheiten/
CONTIS/nord_a4_windschutz.jpg)

(http://www.dirnat.no/ wbch3.exe?ce=7616)

Mercator Projection

Offshore submerged sandbanks (     ) qualifying
for protection under the EU Habitats Directive. 

Existing inter- and subtidal MPAs (  ), future SACs (  )
and SPAs (   ) as listed in the OSPAR Inventory of
Existing MPAs (2000) - all sites <12 nm offshore.


